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ternating current generator bad not been done before, nor, to our know-

ledge, had any theoretical or experimental work with AC been attempted

in the field of MHD power generation. The uniqueness of this study

coupled with the fact that this generator was never intended as a prac-

tical device precludes the use of our numerical results for anything

other than an indication of trends. Our data should therefore not be

examined out of context.
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design of the high-voltage alternating power source. Our appreciation

goes also to Mr. Michael Hawes and a great many others of the ARL whose

co-operation and assistance proved invaluable.
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Abstract

The electrohyirodynamic generator investigated transform kinetic

energ from a high velocity airstream into recoverable electrical energy

1b transporting corona discharge ions against an electric field. The-

oretical and experimental investigations of the electrical characteristics

of the generator were conducted for alternating inputs. The feasibility

of alternating current power generation was demonstrated, optimum input

wave shape and ranges of load resistance and frequency determined, and

self-sustained oscillation hypothesized. The output capacitance of the

generator proved to be the limiting factor in the experimentation. Further

investigation, particularly with a biased alternating input, on a generator

designed specifically for alternating current operation Is recomended.

xiv
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N k OM 0NIO G tMI IM Ar AN*!M IN1UM

I. -/h~~

The Idea of a means of electrical pover generatioa by direct energ

conversion is a most attractive ae. In a direct energy converela

process, electrical energy Is obtained directly from the priLmy see

with no Intervening mechanical apparatus. Vith such a process, one

would expect to be able to increase the efficiency and reliability and

reduce the weight and cost compared with conventional power generation

processes. XLectro-fliii dynamic energy conversion, which extracts

electrical energy directly from the energy of a flowing fluid, offers

these advantages.

These advantages would be especially significant in a space appli-

cation of electro-flauid dynaaic energy conversion where fluid dynamic

energy is available from a thermodynamic cycle (Ref 3:.). This type of

process, however, bas received very little study to date. Considerably

more effort has been expanded on investigations of magnetobedrod7nmio

power generation, since it appears that hl& efficiencies can be

achieved much sore readily than with eletrch toye (or UD) power

generation.

I



The kernoutical Research laboratory, recognising the need for &

study of the possbilities of ]ED pover generation, published, in 1961,

a report by Lawon, Von Ohain, and Mattenorf (Ref 3), which pointed

Out the performance potentialities of ND eneqg conversion and out-

lined specific areas requiring research.

The ]ED generator used in this amd previous sttdies was designed

by Von Ohain in 1960. *Ieeler and Lauritsen (Refs 7 and 2) eetablihed

the feasibility of pover generation with this generator and arrived at

& nmber of conclusions regarding its optima operation. ?e also

determined that power can be generated using either positive or nege-

tive ions. This fact immediately suested that the generation of

alternating current power should be attempted. The stu y described in

this report grew out of the findings and recommendations of Wheeler

( 7:?S), lawitsen (Re 2:3 4), and lawson, Von Oabin and Vattendorf

(Ref 3:13) and is one phase of the Aeronautical Reseazc Laborat y

progra en electro-fuld 4ymanio ener conversion.

Ue Principle of Operation of the ectrohdrodynamic GeneMtor

The operation of an g0) generator is anslagous to that of a

Van do Graaff generator except that, in lieu, of charges being movei

by an endless belt, they are transported by a flowing fluid. he

charges move with a velocity less than that of the fluid, whereas, in

the Van de Graaff machine, the charges move with the man velocity as

the belt. The lE generator converts the energ of the flowing fluid

into electrioal enera In three steps:

1. loss or charged particles are inJectel into the fl"ud.
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2. Xinetle eaerg is transferred from the nutral moleeules

in the flow to the Lae or chaged partieiem.

3. The kinetic energy of the lw or eAg par'telee Is

recovered as electrical nera .

Ik poess Is Ilustrated in Jigure 1.

Charge separation or lon produ ttoa my be aeootle In a

variety of warst

1. Corona discharge.

2. Ionising radiation.

3. 2herval radiation.

4. Direct injection of charged [articles.

In the generator used In the study, Ions are produced by corona dis-

charg, the action of a high electric field at the point of Ionization.

The Ions are then swept downstreaim, ftro the isulatlng chamael b

the neutral fluid particles.

The transfer of energy to the charged particles woy be accomplished

In two ays (]ef 3:9):

1. By transporting them, through viscou interaction with

neutral fluid molecules, against the electric field betweem

the planes of ionisation and neutralisation.

2. By transforming the fluid energy into kinetic energy of

hig speed particles of suitable mss vhich are then forced

along a ballistic path against an electrostatic field.

The generator studied makes use of the former method with air as a

working fluid. The ions gain momentum and energy through collisions with

neutral molecules and tend to move downstream with the flow throqA the

transport region. 3
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The ions are deposited on a collector or electrode which is

electrically connected to ground through a load resistance. This

defines the plane of neutralisation. The build-up of charges on the

collector creates a potential difference across the load resistance

causing a neutralizing current to flow through it.

In order to realise a net electrical pover gain, it is necessary

for energy to be transferred fron the large nuiber of neutral particle

In the flow to the smaller number of charged particles (Ref 3:8). The

potential on the collector and the space charge of the Les themselves

In the transport region result in an electric field against which the

Ions are forced to move. The action of the electric field on the ions

results in a slipge or difference in velocity between the charged and

neutral particles in the flow. Obviously, in order to achieve an elec-

trical output, the slippage or drift velocity between the Ions and sole-

cule8 must be less than the flow velocity of the unckarged molecules.

The power output of the generator, which is realized by the flow

of neutralization current through the load resistance, is esqual to the

rate at which the fluid1 does work in transporting the Ions dovustrem

apLinst the electric field in the transport region (Ref 3:1).

Purpose anW. Sopo of the Investlitiou

The purpose of the study was to exanine the behaviour of an WD

generator, whose DC characteristics were known, in the generation of

alternating current power and to determine the feasibility of self-

sustained oscillation, voltage transfortion and amplification with

the generator.

fte generater used In the study was a prototype model, built uader
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Project No. 7116-03 of the Aeronautical Research Laboratory of the

Office of Aerospace Research, USAP. As pointed out in the preface, the

generator is a research model and the results presented In the "eport

are significant only in so far as they indicate trends.

The meanins of the terms self-sustained oscillation, voltage trans-

formation an& amplification are analagous to their meanings in & conven-

tional electronic sense. Oscillation implies the feed-back of a portion

of the electrical output to the input so thAt the generator will operate

continuously with no external source of ener other than that of te

working fluid. Transformation implies the use of a transformer to step

down the output voltage of the generator to a more useable level with a

minimum of losses. Amplification implies modulation of the electrical

input to the generator with an electrical signal and detection of the

amplified signal at the generator output.

The study incorporates both theoretical and experimental aspects

and, where possible, experiment has been correlated with theory. Prom

a theoretical point of view, output voltages are predicted, for specified

operating conditions, for sine wave, square wave and step inputs, transit

time and critical frequencies are determined' and a method for self-

sustained oscillation is postulated. lkporimentally, the feasibility of

AC power generation was demonstrated, output voltage and power character-

Istics were obtained for sine wave and square wave inputs at certain fre-

quencies and using certain values of load resistance, and the input and

output time constants of the generator were determined. Further, certain

transient phenomena in the generator were examined, and a cursory invest-

igtion of the operation of the generator with a combined DO ad AC input

was carried out. 6



FIGUfE 2

The EHD Generator

7
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I1. Description Of the Apparatus

The experimental apparatuns used in this stuily consisted of an ARD

generator, a high-voltage alternating power source, load resistances,

a high pressure air supply, and the necessary instrumentation for re-

cording data. Bach of these in described below.

he Umectrohrodmnaac Generator

The basic principle of operation of an ]ED generator is discussed

In Chapter I. The following is a detailed description of the generator

which van used in this Investigation.

General Description. As can be seen in Figure 2, the generator is

of cylindrical cross-section with the working fluid (air) flowing axi-

ally through it. It is made of plexiglass and steel with an outside

diameter of 4j inches and a length of 5 inches. A full size sectional

aide view is shown in Figure 3, and a complete set of engineering draw-

ings is given in Appendix G. For the purpose of its description the

generator ay be conveniently divided into three principle regions; the

ionization region, the transport region, and the neutralization region.

Ionization Region. Air enters the generator uder pressure from the

reservoir and flows through a square array of 25 holes cut through a mul-

i-layered disc. The disc is composed of two thin layers of steel, which

serve as the attractor and ground plate electrodes, separated by layers

of plexiglass. The holes in the disc are machined in the shape of con-

vergent-divergent nozzles and, since the mass flow of air is sufficiently

high, the flow through the nozzles is supersonic. A square array of 25

steel, corona discharge needles is mounted such that each needle is cen-

tared in one of the nozzles, its tip being in the same plane as the attrae-

9
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tor electrode. A high voltage input signal applied to the attractor

causes high intensity electric fields to form at the points of the grounded

needles. Corona discharge occurs and the ions thus formed are swept down-

stream by the air flow into the transport region. At the entrance to the

transport region, the ions pass through the ground plate electrode. This

grounded electrode serves to shield the attractor and the needles from the

electric fields in the transport region and, at the same time, provides an

end point for the electric field lines in that region.

Transport Region. The transport region is a one-inch-square plex-

iglass channel, one-half inch in length, bounded on the upstream end by

the ground plate electrode and on the downstream end by the collector eleo-

trode. It is in this region that energy is extracted from the air flow as

It transports the ions against the electric field.

Neutralization Region. As the ions leave the transport region they

pass through a fine steel screen fastened to the upstream end of a square

steel tube 2j inches long with internal neutralizing surfaces. These

surfaces consist of eight steel strips running longitudinally in the tube

and intersecting each other at right angles. They provide 25 flow chan-

nels, each of which has an approximate length to diameter ratio of 10.

This tube serves as the collector and is grounded through a load resist-

ance. As each ion contacts the collector, it gives up its charge to

become a neutral air molecule. These charges accumulate to give an out-

put voltage on the collector.

Other Equipment

A photograph of the apparatus in shown in Figure 4, and a schematic

of the electrical connections is given in Figure 5.

10
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Rich-Voltage Alternating !over Source. Before any -work could be done

on the AHD generator, it was necessaa7 to design and build a high-voltege

AC power source. Several designs were postulated until one which could be

built within the time and funds available was finally chosen. The power

source which was used consisted of a single-stage, hi&h-gain amplifier,

powered by a 30 kv-10 ma DC power supply and driven by .low voltage

square and sine wave generators. The output wave shape had a satisfactorily

small amount of distortion in the frequency range from 10 to 100 cps. The

complete design and specificatfns for the power source are given in

Appendix A.

Load Resistance. Since the maximum output voltage was expected to be

around 30,000 volts, it was necessary to design and build a special load

resistance which would contain this voltage. The load served also as a

voltage divider for the oscilloscope input and so had to be calibrated.

Consequently, load networks using 10 megohm precision resistors were built

in the configuration shown in Figure 6. By connecting the two banks in

parallel or series it was possible to obtain output loads of 50, 100, and

200 megohms. Figure 7, is a photograph of the load resistances.

Air 3 . The air supply consisted of a one-inch, 3000 psi supply

line. The air was dried to -65°1P.

Instjrmentation. A Tektronix Type 555 Dual-Beam Oscilloscope was

used to measure and record Input and output peak-to-peak voltages and vte

shapes. The scope was calibrated within an accuracy of 3%.

A Tektronix Oscilloscope Camera Model C-12 was used with 3000 speed

Polaroid film. The probable accuracy of the voltage measurement from the

photographs was O.05cm.

13
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The ZBS input and output voltages were read on two Sensitive Research

Model H Electrostatic Voltmeters. The output voltmeter had the following

ranges and probable errors: 0-5,000; 1%; 0-10,000, 1%; 0-20,000, 1%;

0-30,000, 1%. The input voltmeter had the following ranges and probable

errors: 0-5,000, 1%; 0-15,000, 3%. 0-30,000, 1%.

The total temperature was measured with an Iron-Constantin Thermo-

couple, Type Y, and read directly on a Sim-Ply-Trol Pyrometer, Assembly

Products, Inc. The range was -75 to +225 01 and the probable error was t20.

Total pressure was measured with a Bourdon Tube Pressure Gauge, Jas.

P Marsh Corp. The range was 0-300 psig and the probable error was tlpi.

A Freed Radio Co. High Voltage Power Supply, 0-30 kv, 10 ma, was

used as the positive DC power supply for the input amplifier.

A Beta Series 201 Portable High Voltage DC Power Supply, 0-30 kv,

1 ma, was used as the negative DC power supply.

The input signal to the amplifier was provided by a Hewlett-Packard

Test Oscillator Model 6506 and a Measurements Corp. Model 71 Square Wave

Generator. The frequency was read from the dials of the generators and

cross-calibrated with the oscilloscope time scale. The probable error

was 1O.5cps.

16
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III. Theoretical Considerations

In this chapter, several distinct problems are examined from a

theoretical point of view. The general assumptions which are applicable

throughout the investigation ere listed and the selection of certain

operating parameters for the generator is then outlined. The following

specific problems are considered:

1. The prediction of the generator output voltage for typical

input voltages.

2. Ion transport phenomena.

3. Maximum operating frequency of the generator.

4. The design of a oiJoult for self-sustained oscillation of

the generator.

Asumptions_

The theoretical and experimental investigations described in this

report were predicated on several basic assumptions. These assumptions,

which are listed below, are applicable throughout the study:

1. The AM generator is capable of generating a measureable

amount of power while operating with an alternating input

voltage.

2. The operating parameters of the generator which were found

by previous experiment to give optimum performance with &

steady input will also give optimum performance with an

alternating input.

3. The frequencies being examined are sufficiently low that the

operation of the generator may be considered to be quasi-

static. That is, the DC characteristics of the generator

17
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are still valid when the generator is operated with an

alternating input.

4. Small variations in the temperature and moisture content of

the air will not affect the electrical performance of the

generator.

5. The flow through the nozzles and transport region of the

generator is isentropic and one-dimeneional (axial).

6. The energy extracted from the flow is much less than the

total energy of the flow. Therefore, the velocity and

density of the air are considered constant throughout the

transport region.

In addition to those listed above, certain other assumptions were

iequired for particular areas of investigation. These are specified

throughout the report as they apply. The validity of the assumptions

is discussed in later chapters.

Selection of Operating Parameters

Before experimental work could begin, it was necessary to fix some

of the operating parameters of the generator. These parameters governed

the generator geoiaetry, the air flow and the -electrical circuitry require-

ments. The decisions regarding the operating parameters were made some-

what arbitrarily, based on the results of Wheeler (Ref 7) and Lauritsen

(Ref 2).

Needle Configuration. The needle tips were centered in the plane of

the attractor electrode. Lauritsen obtained optimum ion production with

this needle configuration (Configuration VII) (Ref 2:32).

Reservoir Pressure, P . The reservoir pressure was held at 150 psig

during all experimental rums. Lauritsen found that for this pressure the
18
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collector current was almost the same for positive ions as it was for

negative ions (Ref 2:63, 96-97). It was hypothesized that this condition

would yield the moot symmetrical output wave shape for an alternating

input.

Transport Distance. Lo A transport distance of 0.5 inch was used

exclusively by Lauritsen and to some extent by Wheeler. Wheeler obtained

a reasonable (although not maximum) power output with this transport dis-

tance (Ref 7:63). To allow a bett6r correlation between the AC results

and Lauriteen's and Wheeler's DC results, the transport distance was fix-

ed at 0.5 inch for this study.

Attractor Voltage. Vs. According to Lauritsen, for Po= 150 psic,

L=0.5 inch and both positive and negative ions, ionization occurred

when the attractor voltage reached 5 to 6 kv and breakdown occurred when

the attractor voltage reached 8 to 10 kv (Ref 2:63). Therefore., the

range of attractor voltages selected for this investigation extended q

to 10 kv O-p.

Load Resistance. RL. Wheeler obtained a maximum power output with

a load resistance in the vicinity of 100 to 150 megohms (Ref 7:63). It

was considered that two 100 megohm loads, which would provide values of

resistance of 50, 100 and 200 megohms depending on the manner in which

they were connected, would adequately cover the range of load resistances

desired.

Output Voltage. Vn. An estimate of output voltage was obtained from

some of Wheeler's data. At Po= 150 psig, L= 0.5 in. and RL= 100 megohms,

PL is found to be 3.9 watts (Ref 7:63). This corresponds to an output

voltage of 19.75 kv. Therefore, a maximum voltage of the order of 20 kv

was anticipated across the 100 megohm load.
19
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Output Voltage Prediction

If an electrical model can be postulated for the 3ED generator, then,

for a given set of operating conditions and a given input voltage, it should

be possible to pradict the output voltage. The following analysis repro-

seats an attempt to predict the output voltage for three typical inputs.

Two assumptions which are used in this analysis but are not listed

under the general assumptions are:

1. The output capacitance of the ]ED generator is the dominant

factor in the shaping of the output voltage.

2. The value of the output capacitance, as determined from the

step input data (Figure 41) is 55.6 micromicro-farads.

Since quasi-steady operation of the generator is assumed, an instanta-

neous value of output current mWy be obtained from the DC characteristic

(Figure 11) for any instantaneous value of attractor voltage. In other

words, if the attractor voltage is known as a function of time, then the

output current is also known as a function of time.

Since the output capacitance and the DC characteristic are the only

effects considered in this analysis, the electrical model of the generator

consists of an active element with a parallel resistance-capacitance output

circuit. The capacitance is the output capacitance of the generator, C0 ;

the resistance is the load resistance, RL, connected across the generator

output; the attractor voltage is Va; the current flowing through the cir-

cuit ts the ion current, designated as the output current, 1 o; and the

voltage developed across the circuit is the output volte, To. A schematic

of the model Is shown in Figure 8.

20
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Va l v0

FIGURE 8

Schematic of the Electrical Model
dC the WD Generator

Differential louAtion of the Generator. For a parallel -0 circuit,

the folloving equation, relating the voltage developed across the circuit

to the current flowing through It, way be written:

1 o? Co n-

or .* j-vo _ 4 (1)
dt RICo C i

If we solve this equation for Vo (see Appendix B) we obtain
-t/lL Co ft t/i.,L Co

Vo (t). 0 ........b..0.. t/./ e Io (t) dt (2)

where Io (t) is a function of time and Vo (0)= 0.

Sine Vave Input. In order to predict Vo for a sinunoidal input, an

expression was found for Io as a function of time and the differential

equation of the generator was solved to givo V0 as a function of time.

21
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This Is carried out in detail in, Appendix B according to the folloving

steps.:

1. From the DC characteristic (Figure 11), 10 is tabolated

against wt for the sinusoidal input Va (t).

2. An expression for TO (t) I found by mans of Fourier

Analysis.

3. The expression for I0 t) In subsituted into (2) and

integrated to give Vo (t).

The operating conditions selected were:

f = 10 cps

Ya = 17.1 kv p-p

RL: 100 megohms

For these conditions,

Vo (wt)= 102 [-16.83 -49.4sinwa

-0.-3493 coos(at1+ 13-34 1sin 3 Wt

-1.047 coo 3wtl-0.1358 Isin 5Wt

-1.745 cos wt+6.16 cos 2t

40.6986 sin 2Wtl -2.085 (cos 4wt

+1.3972 min 4Wt1] (3)
(A plot of Vo versus Lt is given in Figure 36.)

This is the predicted output voltage for a sine wave input for the case

specified by the above operating condition.

Sauare Wave Input. The procedure used to predict the output voltage

for a square wave input was identical to that used for a sine wave input.

It Is done in detail in Appendix B according to the following stepo-

22
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1. Prom the DC characteristic (Figure 11), values of 1e are

fou d for the positive and negative half-cycles of Ta . This

yields two constant values of 1e over two intervals of tis.

2. 1o to substituted into (2) and integrat i over the two

Intervals to give V0 (t).

The operating conditloe seleeted were:

f 10 cpe

Va- 18.4 kv p-p

RL= 100 mqgohas

iOr these conditions, where B- - t / ° '3 9 3

Vo (Wt)U 14.3 10 2 (1-3) for 0<wt< T

.. z io2 (i-) for W<wt< L, (<i.)

A plot of Vo versus tot is given In tigure 37. This is the predicted

output voltage for a square wave input for the case specifled by the above

operating conditions.

Step (kponential) Input. The approach used In this analysis was

different from that used with the sine wave and square wave inputs. Since

Va was not periodic but an exponential function which approached a step

function, it would have been impossible to obtain an expression for I o as

a function of time by Fourier Analysis. Therefore, it was assumde that,

above the ionization potential, 10 is a linear function of Va. This

Implies that, for

-tt, ci.Va Mt -... a' (1-e )

then,, o
10 (t) -10 a 1  0_/j

where RICI represents the time constant for the generator input. This

epreslea for 10 (t) is then subsituted Into (2) and integrated to
23
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give Yo (t). The development is carried out in Appendix 3.

The operating conditions selected wero:

Veo =m 16.2kv

RL = 100 megohms
-3

RjcLi 1.57 x 10 sec.

or these conditions, -103t/1.57 .lo3t/5.561

vo(t)= 16.2 x 103 [+0.393 a -1.393 _ (5)

A plot of Vo versus t is given in Figure 39. Thie is the predicted

output voltage for a step (exponential) input for the oase specified by

the above operating conditions.

Io Transport Phenomena

Throughout the transport region the ion flow is subjected to several

phenomena which tend to distort the output wave shape and reduce the out-

put power. Since the output capacitance of this WD generator is large,

it is possible that these phenomena will be overshadowed and difficult to

observe. Their effects can therefore only be postulated with accurate

verification being left for future work on a redesigned apparatus. The

following four factors are considered:

1. Turbulence in the fluid flow.

2. Ion diffusion.

3. Inter-face mixing of opposite signed ions.

4. Ion current build-up time.

Turbulence in Fluid Flow. Any turbulence in the fluid flow will

represent a loss in output power. Not only will there be an aerodynamic

loss, but there will also be an electrical loss since lees momentum in the

direction of the flow will be available for transfer to the Injected ions.
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Turbulenoce m~y also cause a large percentage of the ions to go to the

ground plate where they are lost. These eflects wili tend to distort

the output wave shape and reduce the manitude of the output voltage.

Ion Diffusion. As the ions traverse the transport region, they are

subjected to random collisions mainly in the direction of air flow. bkera'

and momentum is transferred to these ions but not in equal amount to all

ions. Consequently, all the ions in a given cross section will not be

travelling with the sane velocity, but their velocities will be distri-

buted within a band. This effect will cause a distortion of the output

wave shape.

Inter-face iming. Jor a perfect square wave input, Ions of one sign

will be followed immediately into the transport region by ions of oppo-

site sign. At the interface, mixing of positive and negative ions will

occur resulting In neutralization of some of the charges and a region of

no charge. This effect represents a loss In available electrioal enerow

and will appear as a narrowing effect on the output wave shape which will

be ost significant at high frequencies.

Ion Current Build-up Tim. There is a possibility that some small

delay exists between the time that a voltage greater than the ionization

potential is applied to the attractor and full ion current is achieved.

The main justification for this supposition would be the existence of a

small stagnation (low velocity, high pressure) region in the immediate

vicinity of the needle tip. Here a cloud of ions would farm and tend to

shield the tip of the needle from the applied field. Full ion current

would not be realized until the cloud had grown to a size where the fluid

could carry the ions downstream as fast as they were being formed. This

delay would show up as a time delay or phase shift in the output voltage.
25
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Ozims 2aratint Preguencr of the Generator

Ideally, the maximum operating frequency of the generator Is

established by the velocity of the Lons through the transport region. In

fact, since the output capacitance of the generator is relatively large,

the output vll be attenuated at a much lover frequency.

Kaziua Freauency from Ion 7o. In this analysis, it is assumed

that the moxinum frequency at which the generator will operate is limited

only by the transit time (the time for the ions to travel through the

transport region). In addition, all of the general assumptions eds at

the beginning of this chapter will apply.

The flow of ions through the transport region is governed by the

velocity of the fluid flow and the ion mobility. The concept of ion

mobility is best defined by the following quotation (Ref 6:2):

When an ion in a gas is in the presence of an electric field, it is
subject to the usual electrostatic force laws. In the resulting
motion, it frequently collides with neighboring molecules. There-
fore, it cannot accelerate indefinitely but quickly reaches an aver-
age velocity analogous to the terminal velocity of a prticle fall-
Ing through a viscous medium under the influence of gravity. This
average velocity due to the electric field is given by the product
of the mobility k of the gas, and the field strength It

u = kE

where k has the defining equation:

where 40 Is the density of air, and A O Is the density of air at 0C
and 760-m of H.

he values of K for positive and negative ions in pure dry air are:

Km 1.6 x 10-4 (m/sec) /(volts/&) for positive Ions and

r. 2.2 10-4 (a/se) / (volts/a) for negative Lons (Ref 6t2).
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Tere Vt, transit velocity of ions,

Vfa fluid velocity,

and u = drift veloolty of lons,

we can write

Vt=Vf + u (6)

Bt u ak (7)

For the case of maximum power, the electric field In the transport

regon i given by Gourdine (Ref r:2) as :
%C -3. - (1 - ;r(l - ;)

where z ., k k
Vf

Ta.
L

and for optimum operation J-1.00

Rence, Na (-I+y);) , (8)

Substitution of (7) and (8) into (6) and integration with respect

to OtO gives a transit time, tr = 0.0641 asec. The detailed derivation

is shown in Appendix C.

The theoretical analysis done by Wheeler (Ref 7:27) for the DC case

showe that when a pulse of ions of one sign is just long enough to fill

the transport region, the ions will be putting as much work into the

flow as they will be taking out of it. Hence, the net power output will

be zero. If this is taken as the limiting situation for AC operation,

then the transit time is equrl to one-half the period. The limiting

frequency, fL, (the frequency at which the output becomes zero) is there-

fore&
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Kaxima Frequency from Output Capacitance. The output capacitance

of the ]D generator consists of the capacitance between the collector

and ground in parallel with the stray capacitance of the load and out-

put leads. In the design of this generator, no effort was made to min-

imixe this output capacitance since AC operation had not been antici-

pated. The capacitance is therefore higher, by perhaps one order of

magnitude, than it would be if it had been considered during the generator

design.

From Figure 41, a plot of the step input data, it was found that,

with a load resistance of 100 megohms, the RC time constant for the out-

put of the generator was 5.56 meec, and the output capacitance therefore

was 55.6 ppf. Now, a capacitance in a RC circuit will charge up to 95%

of its peak voltage in 3 time constants. Hence, the output capacitance

of the generator will charge up to 95% of its maximum in 3 z 5.56a 16.68

asec. If this charging time is taken as half the period then the corres-

ponding frequency is 1. 30 cps. The frequency above which the
2 x 16.68

output deteriorates due to output capacitance effects, then, Is about 30

cps. Above this frequency, a drop in output of approximately 6 decibels

per octave can be expected since the output of the generator is similar

to a RC. circuit.

Self-Sustained Oscillation

Self-sustained oscillation, as the name implies, entails feeding

back part of the output to the input so that continuous operation is

possible without any external excitation. Par such an operation to be
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possible the system must have power and voltage gains greater than one

and the feed-back signal must be 1800 out of phase with the input signal.

The experimental ED generator used had a power and voltage gain greater

than one for low frequencies, and a phase shift of very nearly 1800. Sel-

sustained oscillation in therefore theroetically possible. The output

wave shape, however, is very irregular and, because of the high ioniza-

tion potential at the input, is narrower than the exciting wave shape.

If this narrower wave shape is fed back to the input, a further narrowing

occurs, and this process repeats itself until the gain becomes les than

one and oscillation stops.

One method of obtaining a satisfactory wave shape for feed-back is

to use the generator output to pulse a resonant tank circuit. At resonance,

the output of the tank circuit will be a sine wave even though the pulse

which is causing it to resonate is not. Part of the tank circuit output

can then be fed back to the generator input to maintain oscillation, while

the remainder of the output is available as AC power at a single frequency.

A tank circuit, due to its internal resistance, has electrical losses

which must be overcome or it will not resonate. Hence, to maintain oscil-

lation in the !ED generator, it is necessary to put out enough power (a)

to overcome the losses of the tank circuit, and (b) to provide sufficient

feed-back power to keep the loop gain greater than one. That this is

theoretically possible is shown in the following analysis.

From the experimental results it was found that for this generator,

a power output of 1 watt at a frequency of 10 cps was the best that could

be obtained. The input power was not measured, but, on the basis of DC

results (Ref 7:4), was considered negligibly small. What Is required then
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for oscillation is a tank circuit with an internal power loss of less tha

one watt which will resonate at 10 cps. Also the resonant impedance of

the tank circuit must be of the order of 100 megohms. This is evident

from Figure 22 since we must have a voltage gain greater than one. To

meet these requirements, a capacitance of 0.0158 jpf and an induotance of

16,000 henries with a q of 100 is required. These calculations are shown

in Appendix D.

A capacitance of 0.0158 of with a 15 kv rating could be acquired.

However, a transformer with a q of 100, a primary inductance of 16,000

henries, and a voltage rating of 15 kv would be extremely difficult, if

not impossible, to obtain. In practice then, this generator san never be

made to oscillate without an external energy source.

A redesigned, more efficient WD generator could possibly be made

to oscillate by connecting a load resistance in series with the tank

circuit. The output of the generator would thus see a large load, but the

resonant resistance of the tank circuit would only be some fraction of

it. If the Q of the coil is higher than that needed for resonance, then

a net power output from the generator is available. This would be very

desirable since this output would be sinusoidal and could readily by

transformed to a lower voltage.
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IV. h4ermintal Scope and Procedure

The investigation consisted of two basic groups of experiments.

In the first group a number of runs were conducted to determine the

electrical performance of the generator with various electrical inputs

under different conditions. These included the determination of the

direct current characteristics, the peak voltage characteristics and

the FM voltage characteristics. The second group included a series of

experiments to investigate certain electrical phenomena of the genera~or.

These included the examination of the output voltage with a step input

and with a biased alternating input.

The generator was assembled with the chosen needle confitjuration

and transport distance and these remained fixed throughout the experi-

mental runs. The reservoir pressure was held constant at 150 psig

for all runs.

Direct Current Characte;istics

Scope. Average load current characteristics were determined for

both positive and negative DC attractor voltages. The direct current

characteristics are defined as the curves of load current, Io, plotted

against attractor voltage, Va. The load resistance, RL, was kept

constant at 100 megohms.

A number of runs were made on different days within a three week

period. There was no way of regulating the reservoir temperature, To,

so that the data obtained was for several different values of To ranging

from 18 to 4501. This data was all plotted and the DC characteristics

represented by average curves were drawn through the available data.
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Procedure. The procedure followed to obtain the DO characteristics

for negative ions is outlined below. The collector of the generator

was connected to the 100 megohm load resistance, the needles and the

ground plate were connected to ground, and the attractor was connected

to the positive DC power supply through a 10 negohm series resistor. The

input and output of the generator were connected through their respective

voltage dividers to each channel of the oscilloscope. Flow was established

through the generator at P0 = 150 psig and the attractor voltage was raised

in steps from zero until voltage breakdown occurred inside the generator.

Oscilloscope photographs were taken at each step, from which values of VO

and Va were obtained.

The DC characteristic for postive ions was obtained in exactly the

same way but with the negative DC power supply coanected to the attractor.

Peak Output Voltage Characteristics

Scop. The peak output voltage characteristics were obtained for

the sine wave input only since the peak and M output voltages for the

square wave were expected to be almost identical. The peak output voltage

characteristics are defined as the curves of load voltage, Vo (in kv p-p),

plotted against attractor voltage, Va (in kv zero to peak). The character-

istics were determined for frequencies of 10, 20 and 30 cpe and valuws of

load resistance of 50, 100 and 200 megohms.

Procedure. The procedure followed to obtain the peak voltage

characteristics is outlined below. The collector was connected to the

50 aegohm load, the needles and ground plate were grounded, and the

attractor was connected to the high-voltage alternating power souroe.
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The power source was fed by a 10 cp signal from the sine wave signal

generator. The generator input and output were connected through the

voltage dividers to different channels of the oscilloscope. Flow was

established through the generator and the attractor voltage was raised

in increments from zero until saturation of the alternating power source

was reached. Oscilloscope photographs yielded values of Ta and To for

each step.

The same procedure was repeated with frequencies of 20 and 30 cpe

from the signal generator and then, with load resistances of 100 and

200 megohms, repeated again for each of the three frequencies.

30 Output Voltage Charateristics

Scope. The FM5 output voltage characteristics were obtained for

both the sine wave and square wave inputs. The M output voltage

characteristics are defined as the curves of load voltage, To (in kv

MNS), plotted against attractor voltage, Va (in kv WS). These

characteristics were determined for frequencies of 10, 25 and 40 cps

and values of load resistance of 50, 100 and 200 megohms. The data

for the MS output voltage characteristics was also used to obtain the

output power characteristics. These are defined as curves of output

pover, PL (in watts), versus attractor voltage, 'a(in kv, 1MS). The

output power characteristics were determined for a frequency of 10 cps

and values of load resistance of 50, 100 and 200 megohms. From the

smoothed data of the EM output voltage characteristics, a number of

secondary curves were derived. These included plots of Vo versus f,

with RL as a parameter, Vo versus RL with f as a parameter, and PL

versus RL with f as a parameter, for fixed values of Va.
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Procedure. The following procedure was used to obtain the SM

output voltage characteristics. The collector was connected to the

50 megohm load resistance, the needles and ground plate were connected

to ground, and the attractor was connected to the high-voltage altermting

power source. The power source was fed with a 10 cpe signal from the

sine wave signal generator. The generator input and output yere connected

directly to the electrostatic voltmeters and indirectly, through the

voltage dividers, to separate annels of the oscilloscope. Flow was

established through the generator and the attractor voltage was raised

in increments from zero until saturation of the power source was

achieved. Readings of Vo and Va were taken from the voltmeters at

each step. The oscilloscope was used to monitor the generator input

and output and to obtain photographs of characteristic wave shapes.

This procedure was repeated for the three frequencies at each value

of load resistance for both the sine wave and square wave inputs. The

upper limit of attractor voltage was established part of the tine by

saturation of the alternating power source and the rest of the time by

voltage breakdown within the generator.

Output Voltace for Step Input

Scope. The relationships between the input and output voltages

and time were obtained for a step input to the generator. Curves of

(VaM&-Va; and (Vomak-Vo) versus t were plotted for a VOma. of 16.2 kv

and a RL of 100 megohms. 7rom these, the input time constant, RiCi, the

output time constants, RLCO, and the output capacitance, Co, of the

generator were derived. This then permitted a siamdnation of the effect
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of an exponential input to the generator ed. of the tins to reac

Ionization potential.

Procedure.. The first step in obtaining the step input data was

the modification of the high-voltage alternating power source. The

blocking capacitor, C3 (Figure Al), was short circuited and a switched

DC battery (22.5 volts) was connected directly to the grid of the 6BKiA.

When the tube was conducting, the voltage at the plate of the tube

was zero. When the negative battery voltage was switched onto the grid,

the tube cut off and the B voltage appeared at the output of the power

source as a step function.

The collector was connected to the 100 megohn load resistance,

the needles and ground plate were grounded as before, and the attractor

was connected to the high-voltage alternating power source. The input

and output of the generator were connected to separate channels of the

oscilloscope. Flow was established and the attractor voltage was

adjusted (with the tube cut-off) to give a reasonable output voltage

(VO 16.2 kv). By means of the 22.5 V battery switch, the step input

was applied to the generator and an oscilloscope photograph taken.

This was repeated for several diff'erent oscilloscope time scale

settings. The resulting photographs gave the relationships of Va and

Vo with t.

Output Voltage for Biased Alternating Input

Scope. The output wave shape for the normal sine wave input shovs

considerable distortion since the attractor voltage only rises above the

Ionization potential for a portion of the cycle. If the generator operates
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with an alternating input which is above the Ionization potential for

the entire cycle, then the output wave shape would be oxpected to show lees

distortion. The input voltage which satisfied this condition consisted

of a sinusoidal voltage superimposed on a DC voltage suoh that the alter-

nating component never dropped below the ionization potential. Runs were

nade at various frequencies and attractor voltages to permit examination

of the output wave shape. Two variable frequency runs were made at con-

stant Ta to obtain a relationship between To and f. 7rou this, the roll-

off frequency, fR' and the output capacitance, Co. of the generator we"e

derived.

Procedure. These runs also required a modification of the high-

voltage alternating power source. In order to allow the DC component

to reach the attractor, the blocking capacitor, C3 in Figure Al, was

short-circuited as in the case of the step input. The signal applied

to the grid, however, was that from the sine wave generator.

The collector was connected to the 100 megoha load resistance,

the needles and ground plate were connected to ground, ad the attractor

was connected to the alternating power source. The nput and output

of the generator were connected to separate channels of the oscilloscope.

Flow was established and oscilloscope photographs were taken at several

settin s of Ta and f. Two runs wore nade with the AC and DC components

of Ta held constant while the frequency was increased in steps and a

series of oscilloscope photographs taken. From these, To was obtainei

for each frequency.
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V. Results and Discassion

The results of the investigation are presented, for the most part,

in graphical form and will be found throughout this chapter as they are

discussed. The complete experimental data is tabulate& in Appendix 7.

&xperimental Mrror

The ME accuacy with which the voltages could be measured using the

eoillisocope is determined as follows:

The accaracy of the scope was :t+-

The accuracy of the voltage measurements from the photographs

vn 10.05 on. or, for a voltage measurement of the order of 2 on.,

12.5%.

The accuracy of the voltage divider networks (10 - 1% 10 megeha

resistors in series with 1 - 5% 10 kilohm resistor) Is

The total maximum experimental error of the oscilloscope voltage

measurement then is

[ 4.+ 2.52] + 4 0-55%

In the cases where the difference of two voltages is considered, this

maximum error becomes

P 2 + 5 : =8

For the cases where the voltages were measured with the electro-

static voltmeters, the output voltage was accurate to within 11%, and

the input voltage was accurate to within t1% for voltages up to 5000

and accurate to within t3% for voltages between 5000 and 15,000. There-

fore, an experimental error of tl% is assumed for the output voltage
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and an average experimental error of 12% is amed for the input

voltage.

As indicated in Chapter II, the probable error In frequency is

0.5 cps, or approxisately L2%, and the probable error in lead reels-

tance is approximately i)2 "-

Direct Current Characteri etics

The direct current characteristics are plotted for negative ions

(Plgure 9), positive ions (Figure 10), and a combined curve of both

(Jigare 11). The DC characteristics yore used to estimate the output

current for any attractor voltage, such aa In the prediction of the

output voltage.

Spre. of ata. As can be seen in Figures 9 and 10, a considerable

spread in the data occurred for different runs. Nor example, with a

Ta of 8 kv., Io varies from -60 to -150 micro-oaps and with a Va of

-8 kv., 1 varies from 15 to 95 micro-amps. The spread of data prob-

ably resulted from a combination of several effects. Variations in

temperature could have resulted in a variation in output voltage since

/0 o and the fluid velocity V# are both functions of To. Variations in

the moisture content and: composition of the air from day to day could

have effected the ionization properties of the air. Voltage breakdown

between the needles and the attractor occurred quite frequently and the

resultant brning and pitting of the needles could have changed the

ionization characteristics of the generator. Several preliminary DC

runs were made without the 10 megoha resistor in place. It was found

that the curve for increasing Va (from zero to breakdown) differed

considerably from the curve for decreasing Va (from breadown to sero).
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This effect was undombtably caused by the heavy arcing which occurred

at breakdown changing the ionisation characteristic of the needles.

Vith the large resistor in series only light arcing occurred and the u

and dova curves for any one run matched very closely. The large spread

of data between runs, however, still presisted. Average DC character-

Istics are drawn through the points in Ficures 9 and 10 and the limits

of the spread of data are indicated on Figure 11.

Comparison with Previous Axperiment. In order to compare the

results of this stwy with those of Lauritsen, his corresponding cuar

are plotted in Figures 9 and 10. It can be sees that the lover portiom

of Lauritsen's curves match those of this investigation quite closely,

but the upper portions of the curves are quite different. Lauritsen

6btained much higher values of ion current at high attractor voltages.

This occurred because Lauritsen's curves were obtained for the short-

circuited condition and saturation did not take place.

Saturation of the output will occur at high attractor voltages when

a load is connected to the output and a high voltage builds up on the

collector. The phenomenon works in the following manner. A. the ion

current tends to increase due to an increase in attractor voltage,

the potential difference across the load (IoRL) also tends to increase.

This higher voltage would normally result in an increase in the electric

field in the transport region, However, if the electric field increases

above a critical value, the air flow is not able to transport as many

Ions across the transport region and the ion current is decreased. An

equilibriua condition is thus reached where the ion current and the

output voltage rise to a maximua and level off regardless of how much
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the attractor voltage is increased. This saturation phomenon is

reflected in the rounding off of the current and voltage Ohamacteristies

at higher values of attractor voltage.

Since, Lauriteen'e curves were plotted for zero load resistance

(short-circuited output) the collector voltage was always zero. There-

fore, saturation did not occur and his outpt was affected only by space

charge limiting. This is a similar effect to that described above, ex-

cept that the ion current is limitid only by the electric field due to

the space charge in the transport region and not by the electric field

due to a voltage on the collector.

Another factor which could have contributed to the differences

between Lauritsen's curves and those of this investigation was the burning

of the needles by repeated voltage breakdown. The most severe damage

probably occurred when preliminary DC runs were made without a series

resistor between the power supply and the attractor. Further, there is

the possibility that pbysical chan e occurred in the generator during

the months it lay unused. Such changes could be reflected in the elec-

trical performance of the generator.

Peak Output Voltace Characteristics

Figures 12, 13 and 14 show the results of plotting peak to peak

output voltage versus zero to peak attractor voltage at frequencies of

10. 20 and 30 cps for values of load resistance of .50, 100 and 200 magohus

respectively.

Comparison with DC Results. If we take the curve for 10 cps at

RL = 100 egohms (Figure 13) we find, at Va-8 kv, that Vo = 27 kv.

How. for the same Va using the extreme limits on the DC characteristics
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(Figure 11), the sun of the two Vols for positive and negative ions

(I6RL) is 24.5 kv. These values correspond quite closely, although one

would expect the value for the sine wave characteristic to be slightly

less than that for the DC characteristics, since there will be some

attenuation due to Co even at 10 cps. It should be noted also that the

shape of the peak output voltage cmre corresponds very closely with the

shape of the DC curve.

Bffect of Load Resistance. I't is apparent from Figures 12, 13 and

14, that as load resistance increases at any frequency, the output volt-

age also increases. This is to be expected since, for a given ion cur-

rent, the IR drop and hence the voltage across the load, wi' .l increase

as the resistance increases. This phenomenon is consistent with the

results obtained by Wheeler (Ref 7:66) and is discussed more fully in

the section on MS output voltage results.

Iffect of Frequency. Figures 12, 13, and 14 also indicate that,

for a given value of load resistance, the output voltage decreases as

the frequency increases. This phenomenon is not surprising since the

effect of the output capacitance in attenuating the generator output

will become more pronounced as the frequency increases. A further dis-

cussion of this effect is also contained in the section on HNS output

voltage results.

DE Output Voltage Characteristics

Figures 15, 16 and 17 are plots of 14S output voltage versus F64S

attractor voltage at sine wave frequencies of 10, 25, and 40 cpe for

values of 50. 100 and 200 megohms respectively. Figures 18, 19 and 20

are the corresponding curves for a square wave input. Plots of outpat
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voltage versus frequency and output voltage versuS load resistance

are given for fixed values of sine wave and square wave input voltage

(FiCuree 21 and 22 and Figures 23 and 24 respectively). These last

four graphs are plotted from smoothed data; that is, the points for

these curves were taken from the smooth curves drawn through the exper-

imental points on the original RKS voltage characteristic curves. These

curves were drawn from three points only and, therefore, it might be

expected that slight errors or variations in the original data would

strongly influence the shape of the curves. ftey are valid, hovever.

for indicating trends.

Comurison with Peak Output Voltage Characteristics. The 31M volt-

age curves are, in general, similar in shape to the p-p output voltage

characteristics with the exception of a kink in the sine wave curves for

values of Ta between 5.2 to 6.2 kv M1S (7.3 to 8.8 kv p-p). This kink

is probably caused bV the change in the wave shape with attractor volt-

age as shown in the photographs of Figure 33. An examination of the DC

characteristics helps to explain this phenomenon. Figure 25 shows the

DC characteristics for positive and egative ions plotted on the same

graph. Note that between the dotted lines, in the area marked "Region

of Xink', the negative ion curve has begun to taper off while the pos-

itive ion curve has not yet reached its steepest slope. Consequently,

the rate of rise of output voltage decreases with attractor voltage in

this region. Once Va gets above 8.8 kv the steep part of the positive

ion curve is reached and the output voltage once again rises rapidly as

before. The rapid rise, decrease in rate of rise, and rapid rise again

appears to account for the kink La the output voltage curres.
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Affect of Load Resistance. Wheeler discovered that the output

voltage increased with load resistance up to 60 megohms, tending to

level off as it increased (Ref 7:66). For a given Ion current, as the

load resistance Increases, the output voltage increases. The field In

the transport region also increases correspondingly opposing the flow

of Ion current. Saturation will then take place as the output voltage

reaches a maximun above which it cannot increase further. This effect

was observed in both the square wave and the sine wave results. The

output voltage was nearly constant for values of load resistance &bove

130 megohms (Figure 22 and 24).

Affect of Frequency. As the frequency increases, the output voltage

of the generator would be expected to decrease owing to the effect of the

output capacitance. Figures 21 and 23 show that, for given values of Va

and Ri, V. does decrease with frequency for both square and sine wave

Inputs. Now, If the output voltage of the generator were sinusoidal,

the rate of attenuation of the output voltage by the capacitor would be

expected to increase and the slopes of the Vo versus f curves would

become more negative. However, the output of the generator for a sine

wave input is not sinusoidal and, for a given peak to peak voltage, the

RS content of the output mvefora increases with frequency (see Figure

31). Hence, the rate of attenuation of the output voltage for this wave-

form will not increase with frequency but, rather, it will decrease owing

to the relatively greater ](S content. This fact accounts for the shape

of the Vo versus f curves for the sine wave input. The sae thing is

not true, however, for the square wave input curves where the l8 content

of the output waveform actualy does deesee with frequmaq. IMe cure
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for 200 megohns in 7iguze 23 does show A increase in the rate of atteau-

ation, the carve for 100 megohms shows an almost linear attenuation

and that for 50 megohns shows a decrease in the rate of attenuation.

no trend of th, latter two curves Is contrary to what vas expected and

a satisfactory explanation could not be found for this inconsistency.

Perhaps here, as in the case of the sine wave, distortion in the wave

shape was the cause.

Comarison of Saume ad Sine wave Results.... he shapes of the

square and sine wave characteristics are quite similar as my be seen

'by comparing 7gares 15, 16, and 1? with Figuzes 18, 19 and 20. Ion-

Isation occurs at the lower WS value of attractor voltage for the sine

wave than It does for the square wave since the peak of the mine wave

goes above the ioAisation potential while the MIS value Is still con-

siderably below. Slightly higher values of To were obtained at the

qper end of the curves for the mine wave input. Thls can be attributed

to two factors:

L Por a given MS attractor voltage, the peak of the sine wave

Is l.4 times as high as the peak of the square wave. There-

fore, the generator will be operating on a higher portion of

the DC characteristic, thus giving a larger ion current and a

higher output voltage.

2. Since a definite time is required for the voltage breakdown

-to occur inside the generator, a sinusoidal voltae, whose

peak rises above the breakdown potential for a small fraction

of each half cycle, could be applied to the attractor at sowe

frequenoles without causing breakdown. A square wave voltage
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of the sane peak vlu, vhoge peak is above the bra"owa

potential for the entire half qcle, wenod mase bremnoa

at the sane frequencies. Thus, a higher peak to peak sine

wave voltage can be applied to the attractor and a ooresn-

ingly higher output voltage can be generated.

Ontrut Power Charteristics

Output pover was calculated in all cases from the oatput voltage

and load resistance. Plots of output power versus attractor voltage

for a freq ian of 10 ope and three values of load resirtance are

given in Figures 26 and 27 for sine and square wave inputs respectively.

Also plotted are curves of output power versus load resistance for a

fixed value of attractor voltage and three frequencies for sine and

square wave Inputs (Figures 28 and 29). The latter are derived fro&

the smoothed data of Figures 15 to 20, and the fact that they are derived

from only three points should be borne in mind as their shape is examined.

As might be expected, the shape of the curves Is similar to the shape of

the EMS voltage characteristics. Kovever, their slopes are different.

It is interesting to note that, for both sine wave and square wave inputs,

the highest value of output power obtained was of the order of one watt.

The maximua valus of pover obtained bu Wheeler for the same conditions was

4.5 watts (Ref 7:63).

Effect of Load Resistance. For any electrical generator which Is

delivering power to a load, the maximum power Is transferred when the

impedance of the load is equal to the impedance of the generator. A

plot of output power versus load "esistaoe, then, should show a smlm
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for sone value of load remistance. Thti Is exactly the eame for the

square wave carves. For an attractor voltage of 7.5 kw INS. snimu

output paver occurs at all frequencies In the range of 100 to 150 megohm

(see Figure 29). The sharpest maximum occurs on the iO ape curve, while

thO broadest occurs on the i#0 Ops curve. This range of load resistance

for aside= output power acros very closely with feeler's results for

DO naximum pover. He obtained maximm output p ver for a load resist-

ance of approximately 1.50 megohas IRef 7:63).

The sine wave results did not conform to the expected pattern.

None of the curves in ligluro 28 shows a clear maximum, The curves for

10 and 25 cps tend to level off and peraps go to a maximum at a value

of RL below 50 megohms, but the 40 cps curve shows no such tendency. It

was decided to fix Va at 6.5 kv MS to keep it as close as possible to

the Va chosen for the square wave, but, had Va been fixed at a lower

value, the 10 and 25 cps curves would both have showa maxims for an RL

of approximately 100 megohms.

]Vfoct of Freauenoy. for a given value of load resistance, the

output voltage decreases as the frequency Increases (Figures 28 and

29). Since the output power is a function of the equare of the voltage,

then it will also decrease with frequency. This was fona to be true

in all cases as is shown in Figures 28 and 29.

Comrison of Sguare and Sine Wave Powers

Output Power Charagteristics. The sine wave input gives an output

for a lover value of M5 input voltage than that of the square wave.

Thie henomenon occurs because the peak value of the sine wave voltage
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reaches ionization potential while the MM value of the voltage in

still only about 70% of the ionization voltage. Thus the square

wave will be only about 70% of its value for zero output when the

sine wave reaches its zero output point. This is shown in Piguze 30.

The sine wave ( a SMs) and the square wave curves rise with &pproxi-

mutely thb sam slope, as would be ezpeoted. since the input powers

are nearly the sam. However, the slope of the sine wave (Va P-P)

ourve Is loess than the slope of the square wave curve. This occurs

because, for any given increase in V&, the increase in input power for

the square wave will be considerably greater than the increase In nput

power for the sine wave (Va p-p). Hence, for the square wave, the out-

put will be higher and the slope of the curve greater. The sine wave

(Va p-p) curve in Figure 30 begins at a lower value of Va than does the

square wave curve. This is contrar7 to what was expected since, once

the voltage reaches ionization potential, an output should be obtained.

The two curves would, therefore, be expected to begin at the sane value

of Va (p-p). The fact that they do not is probably the result of varying

temperature and moisture conditions in the air flow since the runs were

done on different days.

Input Power Ratio. Assuming pure sine wave and square wave voltage

inputs, a ratio of sine wave power: square wave power for any given value

of ECS voltage is given by the ratio of the areas under the curves of

the square of the voltage. for the sine wave input, power is only being

put in during that part of the cycle in which the voltage Is above the

Ionization voltage. In this calculation a value of Be voltage was

chosen of 6.5 kv and the ionisation potential of 5.5 kv was taken from
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Figure 11. Tbe integration of the squares of the voltage which Is

shown In Appenix 2, yielded:

Bie Oe eor in = 0.896
Square wave power in

0utput Power Ratlo. From Figure 30 a ratio of observed output

powers can be obtained for the same value of M laput. Again pidag

6.5 kv, we get,

Sine wave Power out =I.71
Square wave power out

Reno*, for the sme input power, the sine vave winl lwotme .71 5.25

times as much output power as the square wave.

From the DO characteristics (Figure 11) a value of instantaaeous

current for each Instantaneous voltage was obtained. The areas under

the curves of the square of the output current for the two nput wave

shapes were computed by plotting the curves and adding squares (see

Appendix B). The ratio of these two areas gave the output power ratio.

Smaskindg allowance for the experimental sread in the DC characterimtis,

the followiAg vatio was obtained:

Uine wave Pover out = 9.22
Square wave poVer out

which is less than & factor of two above the observed vlue.

02LWt Wave Shae

Imanination of the photographs of output wave shapes (Figures 31

to 34) shows the distorting effect of the generator on the input wve

shape. In the first place, there is the effect of the output capaci-

tance. This shows up as an expotential rise superimposed on the in-

creasing portion of the input voltage and an expoteatiUl decay supe&-
70
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FIGME 33

Oscilloscope Photographs Showing Change of Output
Wave Shape with Attractor Voltage - Sine Wave Input

(f a 10 Cps. R. = 100 megohms)
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(1U Icy/c)

V

(0 kvp-p

V

a= W4.. ky p-p

Va

lira

v(10 ky/cm)

V0

V = l1. 1. kv p-p
a

FIGURE 34

Oscilloscope Photographs Showing Change of Output
Wave Shape with Attractor Voltage - Square Wave Input

(f = 10 cPS, RL = 100 megohms)
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imposed on the decreasing portion of the input voltage. Since the effect

of the capacitance increases with frequency, the distortion in the out-

put wave shape would be expected to increase with frequency. _amination

of Pigures 31 and .32 shows this to be the case. In the second place,

there is the effect of the direct current characteristics, When the

instantaneous input voltage is less than the ionization potential, there

is no output with the result that a flat portion occurs in the output

wave form every time the input reverses polarity. This effect is insign-

ificant with a square wave input. However, with a sine wave input where

the instantaneous voltage is below the ionization potential over a con-

siderable fraction of the cycle, it results in an output which resembles

a series of peaks separated by intervals of zero output (Figure 33).

The direct current characteristics also explain the asymmetrical wave

shape at lower values of Va. It can be seen from Figure 25 that the neg-

ative ion characteristic rises more steeply at a lower value of Va than

does the positive ion characteristic. Therefore, the negative half cycle

of the output for an alternating input would be expected to develop more

rapidly at low attractor voltages than the positive half cycle. Although

this effect will occur for either the sine wave or the square wave input,

it is most obvious with the sine wave (Figure 33).

Comparison of Actual and Predicted Sine Wave Outputs. The deri-

vation of the predicted output wave shape for a given set of conditions

was given in Chapter III. Figure 35(a) shows the actual output wave

shape for the same set of conditions. Both the theoretical and experi-

mental wave shapes are plotted for comparison in Figure 36. The shapes

of the two waveforms correspond very closely but their magnitudes do not.
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(IC0 kv/cm)

a

S ine Wave Input (V a 17.1 kv p-p)

(20 kv/cma)

Va

(b)
Square Wave Input (V a 18.4 kv p-p)

FIGUM 35

Oscilloscope Photographs Showing Output Wave Shapes

Used for Comparison with Predicted Output W.#ave Shape4
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For the negative half cycle, the theoretical peak was -10 kv

while the actual peak was -13.5 ky. If we go to the average DC

characteristics, (Figure 11) for V= 8.55kv, which was the peak i&-

put voltage, we find that Io ranges from -110 to -170 )a. Had a

value of -170 p a (instead of -130 pa) been selected as the maximum Io

for the theoretical analysis, then a peak value of VO of approximately

-13.1 kv would have been found. For the positive half cycle, the theo-

retical peak wa 4.5 kv and the actual peak was 12.5 k. Applying the

sane argument as before, for Vas .8.55 ky, Io ranges from 25 to 115 pa.

Had the value of 115 pa, instead of 38 pa, been used to predict Vo, a

peak value of To of approximately 13.6 ky would have been found., These

facts represent sufficient Justification to attribute the large discrep-

ancy in the theoretical and experimental peak output voltage to the

accuracy of the average DC characteristics.

The difference between the positive and negative ion DC character-

istics then explains the fact that the positive theoretical peak (or the

area under the positive half cycle of the curve) Is less than the negative

peak (or the area under the negative half cycle of the curve). This is

equivalent to a negative DC component in the -output voltage.

Comprison of Actual and Predicted Square Wave Outputs. The deri-

vation of the predicted output wave shape for a given set of conditions

was given in Chapter III. Figure 35(b) shows the actual output wave

shape for the same set of conditions. Both the theoretical and experi-

mental wave shapes are plotted for comparison in Figure 37. As was the

case with the comparison of the sine wave outputs, the shapes of the

two waveform correspond quite closely but their magnities do not.
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Considering the negative half cycle as before, the theoretical

maximum was -14 kv and the actual maximum was -17.5 kv. For a peak

input voltage of 9.2 kv, from the average DC characteristic (Figure 11),

the highest 10 In -180 pa. If this figure had been used instead of

-143 pa in the analysis, the maximum value of VO would have been -17.6

ky. Now, for the positive half cycle, the theoretical maximum was 5.5

kv as opposed to the actual maximum of 16 ky. Once again, from the

average DC characteristic for VaS-9.2 kv, the highest Io is 130 Pa.

If this value had been used instead of 54 pa, the predicted maximum Vo

would be 13.2 ky, slightly lover than the value actually obtained.

Once again, the discrepancy between the two curves can be attributed to

the spread of the DC data and the accuracy of the average DC character-

istic.

Comparison of Actual and Predicted Step Function Outputs. The

derivation of the predicted output wave shape for a given set of conditions

was given in Chapter III. Figure 38 shows the actual output wave shape

for the same set of conditions. The theoretical and experimental (data

taken from Figure 38(a)) wave shapes are plotted for comparison in

Figure 39. The two are seen to correspond very closely both in shape and

magnitude. The reason why there is very little discrepancy between the

theoretical curve and the experimental curve lies in the fact that a

different method was used in the analysis. The prediction of the output

voltages for the square wave and the sine wave was based on the average

DC characteristic, but the prediction of the output voltage for the

step input was not. It was based on the experimental value of Vomax

-16.2 ky. If VamaZ7.8 kv had been the criterion, then, from the
80
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(b)
t =20 msec/cm

FIGUR 38

Qacilloscope Photographs

Step Input (V 0  16.2 kv)
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V
0

Va

f = 70 cpe

FIGURE 40

Oscilloscope Photographs Showing Unusual

Outpu~t Wave Shapes for Square Wave Input
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average DC characteristic (Figure 11), .Owax would have been -12 kv or,

for the upper limit of the DC characteristic, -15.5 kv. The theoretical

curve appeared to build up more quickly than the experimental. his

effect is equivalent to a time leag in the experimental wave shape whish

is fully discussed in the next section.

Unusual Wave Shapes. Throughout the experimental phase of the

investigation unusual output wave shapes would occasionally occur. Out-

put wave shapes for the sine wave input invariably shoved a great deal

of distortion and typical wave shapes are shown in Figures 31, 33, and

35. Two output wave shapes which are typical of a RC circuit for a

square wave input are shown in Figure 40. At 50cps, the output is seen

to resemble a sine wave, while at 70 cps it is seen to resemble a tri-

angular wave. These wave shapes have little significance in this study

and are pointed out as a matter of interest only.

Output Voltage for a Step Input

Determination of Input and Outwut Time Constant@ and Output

Capacitance. The output voltage data (Table IV) for a step input was

gotten from the oscilloscope photograph shown in Figure 38 (a). The

natural logarithm of (Vonax -To) and the natural logarithm of (Va&.-Va)

were both plotted against t. These curves are shown in Figure 11. The

slope of the straight line portion of the curve is equal to -1 . There-

fore we get R1Ct= 1.57 msec from the input voltage curve, where Rli

represents the generator input time constant, and RLCo = 5.56 msec from

the output voltage curve. Then, since the load resistance RL= 100 meohms

the output capacitance, C- = 55.6 p)W.
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FIGUE 41

Variation of Attractor and 0u'.put Voltages with Time for Step Input
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The output capacitance as measured with a Q meter was found

to be 69.1 ;xpf. This measurement was made at several kilocycles and

with the generator not operating, The value of 55.6 ppf was consid-

ered to be the true dynamic output capacitance of the generator and

consequently is used in all calculations throughout this report.

Affect of Ekponential Input. Due to the input capacitance of the

generator, the attractor voltage was not a true step function, but

exponential as shown by the straight line of the (Vamax-Va) curve of

Figure 41. This resulted in the rounded portion of the (Vomax-Vo)

curve which was calculated theoretically in the step input analysis of

Chapter III and is replotted as log (Vona%-V o ) versus t and compared

with the exponential curve in Figure 42. A consistent shift to the

'right is evident in the experimental curve when compared with the

theoretical. Since the theoretical analysis considered only the effect

of an exponential input, the shift in the curve could represent a'time

lag due to ion current build-up, ion diffusion in the transport region,

and ion transit time. A more detailed analysis is not justified since

the experimental results are well within the experimental error. Further,

the effe.t of the non-linearity of the direct current characterisitcs was

ignored in the theoretical analysis and this would undoubtedly contribute

to the difference between the curves.

Time to Reach Ionization Potential. From the DC characteristic

(Figure 11), a value of ionization potential was chosen. This value

was then plotted on Figure 41 and a horizontal line drawn to intersect

the input voltage curve Va. The intersection of these two lines re-

presents the point where ionization occurs, and the distance along the
86
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FIGUE 42

Effect of Exponential Input on Output Voltage
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abscissa to this point gives the time for the attractor voltage to reach

ionization potential. When the theoretical curve was drawn on Figure 42,

its straight line portion was superimposed as closely as possible on the

straight line portion of the experimental curve. The break in the theo-

retical curve is seen to occur at 2.1 asc. This is the same as ts tim

to ionization which resulted from the experimentally selected Ioniation

potential.

Transit Time. Since the transit time is approximately 0.06 msec

(as shown in Appendix C), it will produce a negligible effect on the

experimental curve. Such a small time interval cannot be observed on

Ji-ure 42 and hence its effects must be considered within other delaying

effects, experimental errors, and errors due to the assumptions.

Output Voltage for Biased Alternatina Input

Determination of Otmt Cspacitance aad Rofl-off 7reguency. The

plot of output voltage versus frequency (Figure 43) shows a constant

output up to a certain frequency and then a decrease in output above

that frequency. This is similar to the plot for a RC filter circuit.

The theoretical decrease for a RC circuit is 6 db per octave which

can be represented by a straight line drawn at 450 on a log-log plot.

This line intersects the extention of the horizontal portion of the

output voltage curve at the roll-off frequency for the circuit. From

Figure 43, the roll-off frequency is seen to be 35 cps for the two runs

plotted. Since the roll-off frequency, fR, is given 1W

2WRLCo
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them the output capacitance, for a load resistance E- 100 megohms, is

21rRLfR 2- x 100 x 103

This value of output capacitance is 10.1 pff or 1% lover than the value

obtained from the step input data.

Comparison of frequency and Wave Shape with Unbiased Input. The

output wave shape was much closer to the input Wave shape for the biased

case than for the unbiased case. T-his was expected since, in the unbiased

case, the input voltage must build up to ionization potential before any

output is possible, while, in the biased case, there in continuous ioni-

zation and hence all chsnes in the input are immediately reflected in

the output. It is therefore possible to operate the generator at a

higher frequency (say a few hundred cycles) and still obtain a reasonable

wave shape (Figure 44). The limiting factor is the output capacitance.

The photographs of Figure 45 show a comparison of biased and unbaised

operation at a frequency of 10 cpe. It must be remembered, of course,

that when operating biased the output does not alternate about ground

potential. To obtain only the alternating output a blocking capacitor

could be used in the output circuit.
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V- ~(IQ. ky/cni)

V a

Unbiased (f 10 cps)
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V
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FIGURE 4-5

Comparison of Output Wave Shapes for

Biased and Unbiased Sine Wave Inputs
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VI. Conclusions

A number of conclusions which may be drawn from the results of this

study are listed below. The first seven are valid for any ERD generator,

while the remaining two apply only to the generator investigated.

1. AC power generation with an ED generator is quite feasible.

The output power levels, however, are lower than those which can

be obtained from the same generator with a DC input.

2. The frequency for maximum output power from an ]ED generator is

zero, i.e. direct current. As the frequency increases from zero

the output power drops off. The optimum frequency for any ED

generator would depend on how the output was to be used. If

the output was to be transformed before it was used then the

output power would have to be compromised in favor of a higher

frequency to ensure good transformation.

3- For a given S( attractor voltage, a sine wave input .gives a

greater output power than a square wave input. If, however,

the same peak-to-peak input voltages are used then the square

wave gives the greater output power.

4. The quasi-static assumption is valid for low operating frequen-

cies. This was verified by the good results obtained in the

prediction of output voltages.

5. Self-sustained oscillation of an ]ED generator is theoretically

possible and with a suitably designed generator might be prac-

tical. Since the auxiliary equipment requirements were so

stringent for the feed back circuit of the RD generator usai ,

self-sustained oscillation was not practical in this case.
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6. Maximum output power is'obtained for some specific value of

load resistance when the ID generator ts operated with an

alternating input. For the JiD generator used, the optimum

load was found to be between 100 and 150 megohms. This is in

good agreement with the results found by Wheeler (Ref 7:52)

for the DC case.

7. AC power generation with a biased alternating input is feasible

and, in fact, has some advantages over unbiased operation. The

output wave shape closely resembles the input wave shape and the

attenuation and distortion of the output with frequency is much

less in the biased case. These factors might well make voltage

amplification at low frequencies practical.

8. The assumption that the output capacitance CO was the only sign-

ificant effect other than the ionization potential which caused

distortion of the output wave shape vae justified. The good

results obtained from the use of the differential equation with

the step input verified this. It was further verified in the

biased runs where the output was found to be rapidly attenuated

over 35 Cps. If the output capacitance had not existed, a max-

imum frequency of around 8 kc would have been expected.

9. The generator used in this study had three major shortcomings

which limited the depth of experimentation possible. first,

voltage breakdown within, the generator forced premature cut-off

on many of the runs, second, the output capacitance of the gen-

erator imposed a low maximum frequency of operation, and third,

day to day variations in the generator and air supply character-

914
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lied by the vide spread in the DC characteristic data made.

it virtually iapossible to relate the performance of the

generator to a standard condition,
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VII. Recommendations

The field of AC power generation by electro-fluid dynamic energy

conversion is worthy of further study. Specific recommendations

arising from the investigation are as follows:

1. Although the generator used in this study would have very little

value in further investigations with an alternating input, it

would be well worthwhile to design and build a new generator for

this purpose. In addition to improvements in aerodynamic effi-

cency, ion generation and collection, and voltage breakdown

elimination an attempt should be made to minimize the output

capacitance. By proper design of the collector it should be

feasible to reduce the output capacitance by a factor of six

to ten.

2. Since variations in flow conditions strongly influence the elec-

trical performance of an ]ED generator, the possibility of

closely regulating the temperature and moisture content of the

air supply should be considered.

3. Power generation with a biased alternating input should be

investigated. In addition to an expected improvement in out-

put wave shape and frequency response, high output levels may

be possible because of the continuous ion current flow. Also,

the feasibility of separating the AC and DC components of the

output so that both may be separately utilized should be deter-

mined.
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4. Self-sustained oscillation of an ZHD generator should be ex-

amined. For a generator, designed specifically for AC

operation, the additional circuitry required for oscillation

would not be as unique as that required for the generator used

in this study.
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Append Ix A

Hi h-Voltage Alternating Power Source Specifications and Design

To carry out this study, an alternating power source was required

that would produce sine and square wave outputs of 0 to 20,000 v p-p at

frequencies from DC to 100 cps. Several dsigns were investigated which

included staged amplification, multivibration, crow-bar switching, R-F

pulsing and rectification, and mechanical comatation. The design which

was chosen was a single-stage, high-gain amplifier powered by a 30 kv,

1 ma DC power supply and driven by low voltage sine and square wave

signal generators. The final configuration of this amplifier as designed

and built by the authors is shown in the schematic of Figure A 1, and the

photographs of Figure A 2.

The completed power source gave square aid sine wave outputs of 0 to

20,000 v p-p. The voltage gain was of the order of 2000. The frequency

range over which the distortion in the output wave shape was low was 10

to 100 cps for the square wave, and 10 to 200 cps for the sine wave. The

output power was approximately 10 watts. Since the input capacitance of

the generator was around 50 uuf with a RC time constant of 1.57 esec., The

amplifier did not have sufficient output power to drive it at high fre-

quencies without distortion of the wave shape. The limiting frequencies

were therefore 50 cps for the square wave and 100 cps for the sine wave.

The 6BK4 tube of the amplifier gave off x-rays at voltages over

14,000, so it was necessary to shield the tube with sheet lead. This

was removed when the photograph was taken to allow a clearer view of the

circuity.
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C2 R

OTPUT

C __ R

List of Compuoents

V1 6BK4 Vacuum Tube

C1 Capacitor, 1.0 uf, 400 v

02 Electrolytic Capacitor, 50 uf, 50 v

C3 Tubular Capacitor, 0.01 ut, 30,000 v

1 Fesistor, 3 megohm, i watt

B2 Resistor, I kilohm, 1/2 watt

R 22 Resistors, 1 mgobm, 2 watt

10 Carbon Film Precision Resistors, 10 megoh, 1/2 watt

RS Precision Resistor, 1 megohm, 2 watt

B+ DC Power Supply, 3Q kv, 10 ma

Filament Transformer, 6.3 v, 0.2 amp (not shown)

FIGUE Al

The High-Voltage Power Source
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P]edictia ef atxt T0ltaaes
fr Seleate luat Voltarso

This section gives a detailed derivation of an expression for Vo as

a function at time ( or phase angle ) for a sinuolial Input at a given

set at operating conditions. The operatiag onAitons selected were:

f= 10 cps or u=201T

Ta= 17.1 kv p-p

RL: 100 maohm

therefor, we have

YTa= 8.55 sin 20 If t

or, siaoe it is more convenlet to del with saglee,

van 8.55 sin cut

3O0 Intervls for cut were taken and Instanta.ous values of Va we

fouind. These are tabu2ated in Table I. Correepondia values of 1o were

fouMA fro& the DO characteristic, Pigure n, and these are also shown in

2able .

An approxiamte expression for 1o as a function of ot was derived

"by ourier analysis. The method used. the 12 - Ordinate Method (Rsf 4t473),

is uhewn below. Where IO Is a periodic function, we can write;

10 (wt)a [%&o+a sin att+a2 sin 2wtt. . *a% sin neat

+b on cut b 2 cow 2#et+. . +b, oo ntjz 10- 6

where as, al a2, an, bl, b 2 , bn are given by the following express-

Ions -in terms of yo. y 1 , y 2 , . . . . , Y1 , the instantaneous values of

10 In micro-ems corresponding to the values at ot of 00, 300,60°...330 ° ,
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%=I- (7o471472+' *Y

L1.. (04+.0 -75 -130 -750m.4 ---W-8 -20 -0)
12

=-16. 83

+40 5 (y+Y 7-y)

:*[(-130 -38) + .966 (-75 -75 -W0 -20)*0. 5 (0#0-"-)]

=-55.5

*.2=0.1443 [(71. 72+'7+Y8) - (WY,5W'IO'7uL)]

sco.443 [(0 -75+0+20) - (-754.0+2040))

a3 -t [(ly+g - Y+ +ni

=t [38+3,30)

= 28.0

-0.14.43 [(0 -754.0+20) -(-75+04204.0)1

&5 [( -yg)+ 0.866 (y8+y1o 7y2 -y74)

.i [(-13 -38)40.866 (20+20+75+75)

6 0. (0+.0 -0 -.0)]

=-0.55
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+0.5 (7gyio -Y41 -78)]

(0 -0 1-o0. 866 (0 +0 -0 -0)

+0.5 (-75420+75 -20)]

SO

-0.5 (r y2+ 7+8+710)]

-t [(0+0)+0.5 (0+0+0+0) -0.5 (-75 -75+ 20+20)]

a 9.16

743a* I[,+4*78) -(Y2+76+710)]

11 [ (-75+20) -(-75.020)]

Iurg[(70+73*76*79) -0.5 (Y1+72+11

+75*17*78+710+711.)1

* (0 -X0+38) -0.5 (0 -75 -754+0

*0+40+20 +20+0)]

a-6.16

'bs [(Y. -y6)+0. (78667 ii

t [o( -0) +0. 866 (ON)-* -0) + 0.5 (-rys.2+ 75 -0)]

SO

thin, subsltutioA yields.

Is, (w t). -16.83 -55.5 sin wt+ 28.0 sin 30t

-0.53 o in 5 ca t +9. 26 eam 2 44 t -6.16 coo 4 (at]

x 10-6-i
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New, the lifferential equation of the gesator In.,

dV- I C o 1

and Its solution is

0t/L t t/Rj 0vo (t) jt eI/ L o Io (t) at (3-2)

Subtitation of (B - 1) into (3 - 2) yields

• 0(t)= 10o6'* -t/"LCO t 9 t&L'[-16. -55 -ingo
Co z

+28.0 sin 3tt -0.55 sia 5t 9.16 oo 2Wt -4.16 coo "Istdt

If ye intergrate and simplify, then,

SoM- RL X 106 [-16.83 (- 3) - 55.- .-. in w t

LR ( coo' w
- (cosua1t-3 1 2+&9A') tam 3 Wt

-3 A(oo 30t -)}B 0.55 -fain5 W ti-( 1+2-5AZ)-

-2 Am (00 5t -B +6.16 (0 3
I(1+A9 --. 1 t

+2 Asin 2 w tI  004 i (at -3)

where A W RLC o and B = et/LCo (3 )

Subsitution of C0 55.6 x 10-12 " RLM 108L w 201" and
8 -12

A-mRLCo = 201Tz 10 z 35.6 z 10 0.3493

Into C - 3) yIe*ld
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To (W3o.0 2 [-16.83 (1-B) -49.4{,,inwt

-0.3493 (coo w t - j13.34 tin 3wt

-1.047 (con 3wt - B)I -0-13S8thsin 5 Wt

-1.745 (coo 5wt - B)}+6.16 {(oo 2,tt -3)

+0.6986 sin 2wt} -2.085{(cos 4wt -)

41.3972 sin c }t]

whor•:-e •-t/lRLCo. i"t/LaRLCo.3 (394)

After the outpet voltage is emtablished, t approaches e0

and 3 In (33--) approaches 0.

We con then vwite

V.( Wt) = 102 P.-6.83 -49.4{inwt - 0-3493 0oswtj

+13.34t in 3 (at - 1.047 con 3W.t}

-0.1358{81n 5 Wt - 1.745 Ce 5 .t)

6.16com 2 W t0.6986 sin 2wt)

-2.085{cos I.wt+1.3972 sin 4(t11 (3-5).

7or wt intervals of 150, values of Vo vere found from

(3-5) using the TBU 1620 compter. The computer output

is shown in Table II and the wave shape Is plotted as

the theoretical curve in Filgure 36.
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TA33LU I

0 Coefloiti for Ontpat ToltMGe PrOiitoa

Por Sine Wave Input

.0 0 0 7O

30 4.27 0 Yj

60 7.40 -75 Y2

90 8.55 -130 3

120 7.40 -75 Y

150 1.27 0 75

180 0 0 Y6

210 -14.0-7 0 77

2140 -7.40 o

270 -8.55 38 Y9

300-7.40 20 Y7

330 -4 .27  0 /.
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TABLE Il

Computer D a

Predicted Output Voltag for Values o
Phase Angle for Sino Wave LapUt

Values of Vo are given in volts.

Unidentified numbers in table represent phase angle in degrees.

o. 195.
VO OF WT - -922.96 VO OF WT - -1627.76
15. 210.
VO OF WT - -954.03 VO OF WT - -1481.39
30. 225.
V0 OF WT - -819.30 VO OF WT - -694.90
45. 240.
VO OF WT - -1393.39 VO 0F WT - 733.37
60. 255.
VO OF WT - -3256.89 VO OF WT - 2408.16
756 270.
VO OF WT - -6114.66 VP OF WT - 3780.12
90. 285.
VO OF WT - -8795.11 VO OF WT - 4387.40
105. 300.
VO OF WT - -9963.76 VO OF WT - 4025.96
120. 315.
VO OF WT - -9049.41 VO OF WT - 2826.31
135. 330.
VO 6F WT - -6636.00 VO OF WT - 1225.40
150. 345.
VO OF WT - -4007.72 VO OF WT - -183.05
165 W 360.
VO OF WT - -2250.30 VO OF WT - -922.98
180.
VP OF WT - -1628.04
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Sanare Wave Input

this section gives a detailed derivation of an expression for V.

as a function of time (or phase angle) for a square wave input at a

given set of operating conditions. The operating cooditioms selected

were

f=1O ope or w = 20WT

Val8.4 kv p-p

RL -00 rnegohm

Therefore. we have

f 9.2, O<ct < IT
Vm t-9.2, T< upt C 21

Plsa the DO characteristic (4are 11), we esan wlte

-6
143 xr - , 0 Wt <1T

01 x 10 " , W Mt 4 IW (3 - 6)

The solution of the differential equation of the generator Is the

sane as before,

-tIRLCo /" t t l/rjCo
vo (t). e • &o(t) at 3-2)

Co

Substitution of (3 - 6) into (3 - 2) yields

ei-/Co ft t/RLCo

o -144.°"6C at, o <t<
-t /R L C O I " t 3 z 1 0 - t / .,c o ,t . T 4 0k 4 "1

L Co

If we Integrate, them
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v*61-03 t)x '1o ( l-e't/hic°) O<wt <w
To M z 10 - - / ,<3 27T

1-?)

s,0.ttitat o -55.6 x z8 "0 . .ILO md w 10 WIto

C-7) y3o1eA

T I z z3 2 (1-e 1bt/009). 1T<,wt 4 jr

For wt Intervals of 300, values of To vere found from (3-8). theme

are tabulated in Table III sA the Io sbaPe Is plotted as the theot-

AS&I car"e Is 'SuS 3?.
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TABJU III

Prod.tl. Ontlat Voltfte fv St ae UM IXit

0 0

30 -11.12

60 -3.59

90 -1i.14

120 -14.27

150 -1.30

]L8O -3).30 (0)

210 4.20

240 5."3

270 5.3

300 5.39

330 5.40

360 5.40 (0)
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teup (ksoemtial) iamt

This section gives & detailed derivation of an epesslon for To as

a function of time for a step input at a gives met of operating conditions.

Is this derivation, the Ion current Is astued to be a linear function of

attraetor voltage above the ionisation potential and therefore the DC

eka eri*tic in not used. fte epmeatlga emiltessm seleetei vwe:

To m = 16.2 kv

1 L = 100 mecohs

Rii - 1.57 x 103 meo (from P. 8i)

Sinee the input of the generator Is, in ftct, a RC network, for &

stop inpu. ve may writ

Va(t) -a ran(1 - e-t/ici)

and, therefore, 1W our assumption,

Xo(t)-. Tom (1- e-t/RIcI )  (-9)

Ssolution of the differential equation of the generator Is

TOM .  , t et/wo 10(t) at 0.-2)
Ce

8shmltution of (B-9) into (B-2) yields

-t/LCO t t/RlCo -t/Ii
TM z (1-e ) at

It ve ntergrt'e sad simplify, then

r_ -ta.Co

T Co (A w)
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Bubeitution of 10 mx %=Vo mwu1 6 .2 x.103 , RlICl-15.? 10"3

wAm fjt0o = 3.56 z 16 -3 into (3-10) YOlMO

Vo(t) = 16.2 z 103 [ + 0.393 e -103 t/1.57.-.393 e 10tl/5"56]

(3-11)
The transport phenomena discussion utilisom this result but in the

following slightly different form:

(To 26.2 z 1 IL03t/5.56 0-3930 -203t/1.57 ]

Values of Vo and (Vo m -Vo) vee calculated for values of t up

to 10 usec. There are tabulated in TableI-sAd the wave shape (To

versom t) Is plotted as the theoretical curve la 71uwe 39-
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Prod1otel 0utput Voltage tor Step ZlapOt

t,, mom, Va,, "" -VOL&.ks

o 0 M.2o

0.25 0.05 16.14

0.5 0.18 1.o

1.0 0.70 15.50

1.5 1.43 24.77

2.0 2.22 13.98

2.5 3.nl 13.10

3.0 3.97 32.23

3.5 l.89 21.31

4.0 5.68 20.52

5.0 7.30 8.90

6.0 8.67 7.53

7.0 9.87 6.33

8.0 10.90 5.29

9.0 l.74 4.46

10.0 12.46 3.1
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Appendi C

Flow Paraemtors in the rAnsnort Rido.

FliUJ Velocity Calculations

The following calculations are based on Wheeler's asu ed average

value of Mach Number of 1.4 throughout the transport region (Ref 7:53).

Also, the average To Is taken as i0F s nd for isemt eptO flow a L pe-

fo ctgas = 1.4

N ow,

2

wheze Ta fluid temperature In transport region

TO a stagnation temperature

X a Mach Number Is transport regi a

Them

T- 500 _ 359°R
1 .2 (1.4)" I

low the velocity of sound, o49.1 T 1930 fps

and .2 !..V# where Vf = fluid velocity Is transport region
0

therefore, Vf = M o0l.4 z 930= 1302 fpa

Fluid Density Calculations

Donsity. o(14 (1+ X -L 2 )
2

where /con the stagnation density

But =Oo = P 164.7 x 144 x 0.890 lbm/ft 3

MRo 53.3 x 500

Therefore the density of fluid in transport region Is

= o0. a% 0.389 lbs/ft 3
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2ranSut 2l1M galculatioa

Tt = transit velocity of Ions

Vf = fluid velocley

u d drift velocity of ions

2hen,

Vtivf.+ n (I-L)

and,
n-kI (oa 6:2) (c-2)

where

k -s ion mobility

Kw l.6 z 10"  l/lec for positive ions and.
Tolt/n

--2.2 z 10"  for negative ions.
volt/m

I- msity of air at 000 & 760 m 32)2"x

0.0807 lb/ft3

But ,~O 0389

2hen k*.32 z 0"-

amd k-w 4.56 z30

Prom Gourdine (Be 1:2), taking the oase for nmzlta power, we

get

F a J Lk and .3ks oel trie fiel4 strength at position
Vf

z in the transport region

L

Nov for optim operation, In i.00
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T h e n , 36V f
+3 IC

But

* ~-1~i Vf (C-3)

Substitution of (C-3) into (C-i) g1ve.

then, A zV 3W 2
dt

dx* Tf adt

If we integrate,

tr = I -L dx

Vf L .J 0

tr =_ _2( a0.0641 Msee
Vf 2

Therefore, under maximun power conditions the Ion tmasit

time tru 0.0641 Msec.

In general,

_ <tr < 00

Since when &- 0 , unO

so Vt=Vf , and trsl r 0.032 mos.
Vf

and at saturation u=Vf

so Vt=0 and t r -.-
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Appenlix D

Omstrator Self-Sustained Oscillation Calculations

As explained in the text, a wave-shaping tank circuit Is required

in the output circuit of the generator to attain a suitable fed-back

signal for oscillation. The circuit for oscillation is show In Pgs"

D I and operates as follows:

AIR1
GENRATOR J -4

START TANK~[UIS CIRCUIT

T OUTMU

FIGURE D1

Schemat c of Self-Sustainod
Oscillation Circuit

The start pulser applies a 10 cps signal of short duration to the

attractor of the generator. The output of the generator sees the start-

in load (several megohms) and. so an output voltage build. up. The

circuit then begins to resonate and the output resistance thus increases

apd the voltage builds up higher. At this point the starting load Is

shorted out and the resonant resistance of the tank circuit is the only

output load on the generator. Part of the energ in the tank circult is

fed'back to te attractor to sust4an tUe eollatimes. Ar rAny sidl
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energy in the tank circuit is available as output at the terminals of

the tansformer secondary.

For near maximum voltage and power gain, a load of. 100 mgohm ae

found necessary at a frequenq of 10 cps. Hence, the resemasat resistane

of the tank circuit must be 100 megohms.

han t = L = 00 meghom

and, mince the resonant frequency -10 cps,
Lt q oo x 1 6  = 1. 6 x 3O 6

-6.28 x 10

If a q of 100 (high but within reasa) Is desom, them

Lt = 1.6 x1O6 =,16,0o0.100

Now, at resonance,

Hence,

Ct. 1 * 0.0158p f
(6.28)- (10)2 6000

An alternate calculation would be to fad q knowing the energy

available and Ct :
S 21T energy stored/cree 21T' CV2

energy dissipated/cycle

: 6.28 * [0.0158 (141.)2 x (103)2] - 99. 2 W100
L1/10

where the power available - 1 watt from Flgure 26 and

aximum voltage T - 1,100 from Figure 19.
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Appendix B

Sine Vavg iousar. Wae Poerns Cleu Lats

ImWuA PoWe Ratio

To obtain the theoretical value for the ratio of sine wave inPut

power to square wave input power, the square of the voltage is integrated

over the ionization region for half a cycle for both wave shapes and the

ratio of the two integrals is then the required power ratio.

Por a 6.5 kv 3M sine wave input, the input voltage V - yVsuia 9

where Vas., _§A = 9.2 kv
0.707

Therefore,

V= 9.2 sine and V2  84-.5 sin2G

If Iansatialm occurs at 5.5 kv, then

e sin -1.. 36.750

The limits of the ionization region are therefore 36.750 and 143.25e.
143.250 143.2

Then the area unde the curve / T2 L9 " 85 / eI 2 O AS
.36750 36.750

=~~~ ~ j1&. 250

36.79

For a 6.5 kv U square wave input,

the area under the curve = IT x (6.5)2 Z 132.9

then, Sine ways input Rower -,12M 0.896

Square wave input power 132.9

Ovtlmt Power Ratio

The theoretical value for the output ratio Is found 1 obtaining

instanteaneo output currents, Io, from the DC ehaduateristios (11surs
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11), plotting (1o)2 against Phae allle e and comparing the areas under

the curves. The areas under the curves are computed by ading squares.

This process is shown on Figure 31. A value of Io026 pa is chosen

for the square vave by considering the spread in the DC characteristic

and choosing the highest value. The ratio thus obtained ist:

Sias wve outmt MM : W = 9.22
SqMrse wave output powe
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Appendix?7

Original karimental ata

The following data is listed by runs *dIich are numbered chrono-

logically in the order in which they were done. Runs numbered 1, 2,

3, 10, 12, 13, 15, and 18 are not listed. !h data from %hes runs Vo

discarded due to inaccurate instrumentation, faulty air aog.y, or

generator failure of one sort or another.

The units and symbols used throughout this appendix are as follovs:

Attractor potential, Va .......... ................... kv

Collector potential, Vo . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . kv

Load Resistance, RL ........ ...................... megohme

Total temperature, To ............... ..........

Output Current, I. ........ ...................... P

Frequency, f. . . * .. . . ................................... p

Power, PL ............ . ......... .......... .. watts

The total pressure, Po, was maintained constant at 150 Ig for all runs.
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TA3LB V

MJU #.5,6, - Peak-to-Piek Output Voltage Data for a Sine Wave Input

IN # 6 RL = 50 mo m To 400 Y

f= 10 cps f 20 ops f = 30 cps

V Vo Vs. TO"" va Vo

18.5 22.3 18.8 19. 8 19.4 18.1
17.6 4.2 17.8 18.4 18.2 16.8
16.2 20.2 16.2 i,6.3 16.8 14.6
15.4 19.8 14.8 !13.-4 14.4 7.4
14.3 15.6 14 .0 8.0 13.8 5.3
12.? 6.8 13.0 ' 4,.5 11.8 2.0
11.2 2.9 11.9 3.3 10.4 0.9
9.6 0.6 9.8 0.1 9.7 0.1
9.1 0.0 8.9 0.0 9.5 0.0

UI # 4 rL 100 mgohm To 5001

falO cps f = 20 cp f 30 cps

va TOVs OV.O

18.2 29.4 18.6 24.3 19.2 23.2
17.2 27.9 18.4 24.7 18.] 22.1
16.1 26.6 17.4 23.7 16.6 18.6
15.3 25.4 16.5 21.8 15.9 15.4
14'3 21.5 14.9 16.4 14.5 9.6
U2.2 8.1 13.2 6.0 13.2 6.1
10.8 2,8 11.2 1.5 18.1 21.2

MN# 5 L = 2oo ohm TO  45

f.10 cps f a 20 op fta3D cpm

v& V0 Va V0o V0

18.0 37.2 18.9 28.5 18.3 21.0
17.6 36.4 18.0 28.3 17.9 21.0
17.0 33.8 17.8 27.8 17.2 20.4
16.0 32.0 16.4 , 24.6 16.2 19.0
15.0 28.7 15.9 23.0 15.4 16.1
13.6 16.4 14.3 1.4 14.4 10.0
11.5 7.2 11.9 12.9 5.8
9.9 0.6 1o.5 0.6 11.0 1.4
7.0 0.0 10.0 0.0 7.1 0.0
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TA3L3I VI

RTI # 7, 8, 1 - Direct Current Cmhactsrlstic Data

(1 L -100 mugaaias)

Negative Ions To,, 2 5 07 Positive Ions To 38"i

V,, Vo 10 Vi Vo 0

5.60 0.0 0.0 4.00 0.0 0.0
6.75 1.50 15.0 5.20 0.60 6.0
7.00 6.25 62.5 5.75 2.50 25.0
7.50 14.25 242.5 6.25 4.05 40.5
8.00 16.20 162.0 6.75 3.50 35-0
8.50 17.10 171.0 7.50 6.0o 6o.o
6.95 2.35 23.5 8.30 11.25 112.5

9.00 11.80 118.0

NJ# 8

Positive Ions To - ON

V. yo Io

5.50 0.0 0.0
6.25 0.75 7.5
7.25 2.25 22.5
7.90 3.50 35.0
8.10 7.10 71.o
8.60 10.25 102.5
9.10 10.50 105.0

10.00 14.1o 141.o

BNN# 11 (a)

Negative Ions TO-400P Positive Ions To = 389 P

V. Vo 4 V. To 10

6.46 0.0 0.0 4.86 0.8 8.0
7.42 1.9 19.0 4.73 0.0 0.0
7.65 3.1 31.0 5.45 1.1 11.0
8.15 8.3 83.0 8.00 3.9 39.0
8.42 10.9 109.0 8.95 5.4 541.o
9.06 13.9 139.0 9.35 8.1 81.0
9.26 14.1 141.0 9.65 10.1 101.0
9.65 15.2 152.0 Lo.4o 11.3 113.0

10.80 13.1 131 .0
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TABLI VI (OOntSqua4)

NxN 11 (b)

Noetive Ions *o,,8° . Poeitve Ions to- 40O°

Ta To lo ra Vo 10

5.40 0.0 0.0 6.58 0.0 0.0
6.01 1.3 13.0 7.46 2.2 22.0
6.38 2.1 21.0 8'50 2.6 26.0
6.69 4.9 49.0 8.50 3,4 34.o
7.00 7.7 77.0 .8.90 3.7 37.0
7.38 10.3 103.0 8.90 4.4 44.0
7.78 12,0 120.0 9.64 4.9 49.0
8.39 13.5 135.0 9.64 7.8 78.0
9.05 14.4 /&4.0 10.20 9.9 99.0
9.78 15.3 153.0 10.20 10.6 106.0

10.40 12.4 124.0
10.80 12.8 228.0

JN #r n (0)

Negative Ions !o350Y Positive Ions To m 450 3

Va To 10 V& Vo

5.78 0.0 0.0 6.02 0.0 0.0
6.52 0.8 8.0 7.20 1.6 16.0
7.00 3.4 34.0 8.50 2.6 26.0
?.22 4.1 41.0 8.50 3.9 39.0
7.50 6.4 64.0 8.90 4.6 46.0
8.0c 10.3 103.0 9.35 6.2 62.0
8.39 12.7 127.0 9.35 9.1 91.0
9.05 11.3 2/3.3 9.62 7.4. 74.0

9.62 8.3 83.0
9.62 9.5 95.0

10.20 7.9 79.0
30,20 8.9 89.0
10.70 12.8 228.0
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TABLB VII

RJN 9 - Output Voltage Data for Step Input

Data taken from 71gu-e 38 (a)

Time va -a V ,-'
(Me) (7.9v-T (19mr-T

0.0 7.80 16.2
0.3 7.00 16.2
1.3 3.50 16.2
2.3 1.20 16.2
3.3 0.75 15.9
4.3 0.45 24.1
5.3 0.35 12.3
6.3 0.15 10.5
7.3 0.15 8.6
8.3 0.10 7.3
9.3 0.05 6.1

10.3 0.00 5.3
11.3 0.00 4.1
12.3 3.6
13.3 2.9
14.3 2.5
15.3 2.1
16.3 1.7
17.3 1.5
18:3 1.3
19.3 0.8
20.3 0.6
21.3 0.5
22.3 0.5
23.3 0.4
24.3 0.4
25.3 0.3
26.3 0.3
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TABLE VIII

WAS # 14, 17 - Output Volta&e for Biased Sins Wave Input
RUN # 14.DC Bias 6.2kv O #17 DBias 6.9kv

R-u100.oh,-, au.550 1 33l -Cia 6.9kv€ous o.6
EL ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ R W 100 mehsTo5* I ohm eR0j6O

Fr.qu~ncy v (p-.;p) o (p-p)
9 17.5 9 18.3
11 17.5 10 17.5
13 17.8 10 13.2
15 17.8 n 13.2
30 14.2 11 15.0
60 8.7 12 15.4
100 6.1 15 14.5
120 4.6 20 23.8
140 4.3 .25 13.8
160 3.8 30 11.5
200 2.7 40 10.0
250 3.0 60 7,0

100 5.2
300 2.3
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TA3LI IX

NiM # 16 - RA Output Voltage Mata for a Sine Vaoe Zaput

RL =50 niogohm To 5501p

f =10 cps f 25 cp f =40 cps

Va vo V V V, To  =,

2.87 0.0 2.99 oo .54 0.0
3.62 1.2 4.12 1.7- 4.29 1.3
4.18 3.15 4.6 2.6 4.85 2.7
4.67 3.45 4.9 3.1 5.05 3.1
5.1 3.95 5.25 3.18 5.35 3.65
5.4 5.0 5.45 4.4 5.6 4.25
5.75 5.95 5.7 5.1 6.1 5.0
6.0 6.45 6.1 5.7 6.25 5.4
6.65 7.45 6.5 6.55 6.5 6.05

= 100 gohis To 5501

f =10 cps f 25 cps f'4O ops

V Vo va O Vo
0.0 2.89 0.0 2.85 0.0

2.08 0.5 3.53 1.55 4.04 1.8
3.42 1.7 3.94 3.6 4.23 3.1
3.74 3.6 4.1 4.3 4.53 4.2
3.87 4.1 5.0 5.2 5.1 5.1
4.06 4.8 5.3 5.8 5.4 5.3

.2 5.7 5.5 6.5 5.7 6.0

4.7 5.9 5.8 7.25 6.2 7.1
4.95 6.3 6.16 7.95 6.6 8.15
5.2 7.05 6.44 8.65
5.34 7.8
5.54 8.4
5.75 8.9
6.22 9.9
6.70 10.35

RL = 200 megohm To = 550O
f 10 cps f 25 cps f 40 cps

va  Vo Va vo va Vo
2.95 0.0 2.98 0.0 3.17 0.0
3.63 1.4 3.56 1.6 4.09 1.6
4.27 3.0 4.25 2.95 4.45 4.2
4.6 4.7 4.55 3.95 5.1 5.4
4.9 6.2 4.75 4.70 5.82 6.2
5.5 7.3 5.14 5.70 6.23 7.25
5.95 8.8 5.50 6.2 6.48 8.25
6.15 9.7 6.05 7.55
6.45 10.6 6.32 8.55

6.58 9.60
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TABLA I

EJN # 19 - MG Output Voltage Data For a Square Wave Input

BL= 100 eohim To = 63

f =10 ope f u25 cp f -- 0 pes

Yo Ta Vo Ta Vo

4.94 0.0 5.25 0.0 5.15 0.0
5.25 1.4 5.80 2.05 5.75 2.5
5.6 3.1 6.30 2.5 6.05 3.9
5.7 4.35 6.35 4.5 6.25 4.4
6.25 5.3 6.48 5.4 7.35 5.6
6.65 6.25 7.6 6.7
7.6o 8.45 7.7 7.6
7.95 9.80

1 L= 50 megohm, To : 63O

f = 10 cps f 25 cps fv 40 cpl

VA VO Ta Vo Ta Vo

5.35 0.0 5.75 0.0 5.3 0.0
6.6 2.85 6.9 2.5 6.25 2.05
7.3 4.15 7.25 3.9 6.75 3.4
7.55 5.25 7.65 4.35 7.25 3.65
7.95 6.2 7.75 4.85 7.5 4.0
8.3 7.2

= 200 meghom TO 6307

f = 10 cp f 25 cps f 040 cps

Va Vo vs vo v Vo

4.75 0.0 5.05 0.0 5.4 0.0
5.15 1.9 5.25 1.2 5.55 1.6
5.25 2.7 6.15 3.25 6.1 3.5
5.3 4.1 6.3 4.9 6.5 4.9
5.65 4.6 6.55 5.5 6.8 5.9
5.95 5.95 6.9 7.5 7.5 6.8
6.2) 7.9 7.55 8.5
7.45 9.4 7.75 8.9
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TABLE n

Po r Calculations
(f= o1p)

Square ave sin Wave
h= 100 m6ha

Va Vo Po Va Vo Po

4.94 0.0 0.0 2.75 0.0 0.0

5.20 1.0 0.01 3.20 1.0 0.01
5.35 2.0 0.04 3.50 2.0 0.04
5.55 3.0 0.09 3.70 3.0 0.09
5.80 4.0 0.16 3.8o 4.0 0.16
6.15 5.0 0.25 4.05 5.0 0.25
6.50 6.0 0.36 4.65 6.0 0.36
6.85 7.0 0.49 5.20 7.0 0.49
7.30 8.0 0.64 5.4o 8.o o.64
7.70 9.0 0.81 5.80 9.0 0.81

6.35 10.0 1.00

RL 50 neohms

5.4 0.0 0.00 2.90 0.0 0.00
6.1o 1.0 0.02 3.50 1.0 0.02
6.4o 2.0 0.08 4.00 2.0 0.08
6.75 3.0 0.18 4.30 3.0 0.18
7.10 4.o 0.32 5o.00 4.0 0.32
7.4o 5.0 0.50 5.40 5.0 0.50
7.80 6.0 0.72 5.8o 6.0 0.72
8.30 7.0 0.98 6.35 7.0 0.98

RL- 200 megohms

4.70 0.0 0.00 2.90 0.0 0.00
5.10 1.0 0.01 3.50 1.0 0.01
5.20 2.0 0.02 3.90 2.0 0.02
5.25 3.0 0.05 4.30 3.0 0.05
5.35 4.0 0.08 4.55 4.0 0.08
5.60 5.0 0.13 4.65 5.0 0.13
5.75 6.0 0.18 4.80 6.0 0.18
6.10 7.0 0.25 5.35 7.0 0.25
6.40 8.0 0.32 5.80 8.0 0.32
7.10 9.0 o.41 5.95 9.0 o.41

6.20 10.0 0.50
6.50 10.7 0.57
6.70 11.0 0.61
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TYADL XI(Contineda)

Squaxe Wave

(Va -7.5 kv)

f 25 cps f-40 cps f -10 cps

1L Vo PO L Vo Po To Po

50 4.25 0.362 50 4.00 0.320 50 5,20 o.541
100 7.10 o.5o4 100 5.70 0.325 1oo 8.50 0.722
200 8.6o 0.369 2o 6.80 0.231 20O 9.50 0.451

Sine -Wave

(Va, 6.5 kv )

50 6.55 0.858 j 50 6.05 0.733 I 50 7.20 1.037
100 8.80 0.774 100 7.83 o.614 100 10.15 1.030
200 9.25 0.428. 200 8.30 0.345 200 10.70 0.573
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Appendix G

Complete ninerlu Diavinue of the ]ED Generator

1. 1 T-61-D-979 The Generator Assembly

2. RI-61-C980 Generator Body Detail

3. RN-61-A-980-6L Nozzle Plate Assembly

4. E-61-B-981 Collector Assembly

5. 31-62-C-1094 Alternations and Additions
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